Year 6 - Spring Term
Go Bananas

R.E
Is anything ever eternal?
Does a text have to be true to be believed?

Art / DT
- Big picture - Caribbean art

PSHE
- I have a dream

History
- What was Windrush?
- When did slavery begin? Why?
- Is slavery still in existence today?

Science
- Habitats
- Classification

Geography
- Extreme Earth
- Where do bananas grow?

Looking for...
Banana smoothies!

Maths
- Symmetry of flags
- Fairtrade pricing problems
- Percentage of profits
- Ratio
- Pieces of eight - fractions
- Coordinates of countries
- Perimeter and volume

English
- Treasure Island
- Recipes with Bananas!
- Windrush
- Slavery
- Fair trade

Music
- Bananarama
- 1 Banana, 2 Banana

Computing
- Research on Windrush and slavery
- Google maps

Look out for...
Banana smoothies!